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1. The Delegation of the GRUN to the 

Negotiation Table greets the Dignified 

Nicaraguan People and the International 

Community, informing that today Friday, 

May 3, we attend the Working Session 

of the Negotiation Table, at INCAE, at 

10 in the morning. 
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2. The GRUN Delegation to the Negotiation 

Table reiterates the unwavering Commitment 

of our Government with Reconciliation, 

Understanding and Peace, indispensable 

for moving forward, assuming all aspects 

of the Good and Fraternal Life that we 

were living, in this Our Homeland that 

we all want to see Good and Better. 

 

3. The Delegation of the GRUN to the 

Negotiation Table informs our People 

and the International Community, that 

we have unsuccessfully reiterated to the 

Counterpart, every day, the need to assume 

Commitments with the creation of a 

National Climate of Confidence in the 

Negotiation and in its Results, to reassure 

to Nicaragua and all Nicaraguans, the 

Human Right to Tranquility, Honest Work, 

and the Full Protagonism of all Citizens, 

in all aspects of our Life in Society. 
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 This Climate of Confidence must be 

guaranteed by the Sincere Commitment 

to avoid provocations and unnecessary 

and crude confrontations, which in our 

Nicaragua of Peace and Good, we all 

without exception, reject. 

 

4. The Delegation of the GRUN to the 

Negotiation Table has insisted with 

the Counterpart in the Patriotic Duty 

and National Dignity to make a joint 

call for the cessation and suspension 

of Unilateral and Illegal Measures, 

called Sanctions, which affect the 

Human, Economic and Social Rights of 

us all.  

 

 We have not found, so far, willingness 

on behalf of the Counterpart, to share 

that call for the cessation and suspension 
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of these Unilateral and Illegal Measures, 

known as Sanctions. 

 

 As we know, certain characters and 

empty acronyms, which today refuse to 

demand the cessation of the Illegal 

Measures known as Sanctions, were directly 

involved in directing, financing and 

supporting the roadblocks that our People 

called “Roadblocks of Death”. They never 

agreed to lift them, sponsoring weeks of 

violence, abuse, terrorism, humiliating, 

cruel and degrading practices, which 

represented terrible hate crimes, including 

torture, assaults, kidnappings, deaths, 

destruction of public and private property 

and the destruction of the National 

Economy. 

 

5. The Nicaraguan People and Families can 

forgive, as Christians, but we will never 
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forget the assault on the Wellbeing and 

Solidarity, as well as on Human Development, 

which the world has recognized was the 

path that our Nicaragua carried until 

the dark attacks against Peace and Life 

were unleashed with infernal fury, since 

April 18, over a long and difficult year 

ago. 

 

6. The Delegation of the GRUN to the 

Negotiation Table insists on the joint 

denunciation that we must make of these 

Illegal and Unilateral Measures, called 

Sanctions, which, unfortunately some, 

joyfully, willingly and maliciously, 

requested, enjoy, and continue to call 

for with evil. 

 

 The Delegation of the GRUN denounces 

those who, from the most brutal and 

miserable selfishness, are prepared to  
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continue destroying Nicaragua and continue 

denying the Rights of Nicaraguan Families. 

 

7. The Delegation of the GRUN to the 

Negotiation Table demands harmony and 

empathy with the Good Will and the Good 

Feelings of the humble People, and of 

the Nicaraguan Families, who every day give 

us an Example of Courage, Strength of Soul, 

Tenacity and Perseverance, from a History 

full of Faith, Wisdom and Love. 

 

8. We insist with the Counterpart, that we 

are all Nicaraguans, and we must think 

and act as Nicaraguans, as a Family. If 

that is too much to ask, this our Nicaragua, 

Fraternal, Blessed and Always Free, 

will tell. 

 

9. The Delegation of the GRUN to the 

Negotiation Table reiterates to the 
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Nicaraguan Families and the International 

Community, our unalterable disposition 

to comply with the Agreements that 

have been taken, and to move towards 

new Agreements, absolutely ascribed to 

the Constitution, the Legal Framework and 

Laws and everything that represents 

the Foundation of our Nicaraguan State 

that makes us all proud. 

 
Nicaragua wants and deserves Stability, 

Peace with Dignity, Peace with Identity; Peace 

and Goodwill, Rights for All, in order to 

continue erradicating, with Love, Solidarity 

and Hope, Spiritual Misery and Hate, which 

have no place in the Nicaraguan Soul. 

 
Managua, Friday, May 3, 2019 

Delegation of the Government of 

Reconciliation and National Unity 

to the Negotiation Table 


